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About This Content
Soundtrack from the game Uncanny Valley. The soundtrack has 24 songs:
01 - Uncanny Valley
02 - Trauma
03 - Insomniac
04 - The Stranger
05 - Melior
06 - Blackout
07 - Conduction
08 - Police Station
09 - Hospital
10 - Emergency
11 - Ambush
12 - Livin The Dream
13 - Come Here
14 - Unstable
15 - Obscured
16 - Certain Death
17 - Good Morning Darling
18 - I love You
19 - Lone Wolf
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20 - Getaway
21 - Lullaby
22 - Discharged
Plus 2 bonus tracks!
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uncanny valley soundtrack
No manual in a game where it is important to know every function to survive. There are many game that are rip-offs of the
King's Bounty series, but this one plagiarizes so much it should be sued. Similar, but without the story and charm of the King's
Bounty series. 1\/10. Sometimes when you almost 30 years old and you get home from work, you just want to break stuff.
Constructively that is. Sometime you want to knock a building down with the toys you played with as a kid. This game isn't
genre defining or one to talk about for the ages. The graphics are sub par as is the physics engine. It's a playground to be a kid
and that is just fine.. Relaxing theme, but the mechanics require a stupid amount of precision to get any stars more than one..
sausage party+men only world=meh. Wow. I really, really, wish I had played this game as soon as I bought it, just I could realize
how awful and soulless this is and then return it.
There are no mechanics - match the sin with the cooking device, that's it. The original game had flaws, but god, this is worse
then playing with those educational toddler games where you put shapes into matching holes.
The dialogue is almost repulsive in how unfunny and cringy it is. The original was cute a lot of the time, but this is so terrible; I
would say it's clearly made for very young children with how dumb the "humor" is and they clearly didn't even try to write
anything unique, but it has adult themes and jokes. Who was this for?
The art is♥♥♥♥♥♥ I can't believe how♥♥♥♥♥♥it is. They took the sweet, lovable art of the the first game, turned it into 3D
for no real reason, and made it look like Baby's First 3D Model with how novice and crap the models look.
Too bad, the concept was so charming.. The camera controls are bogus. The winch controls are frustrating. Many of the races
require specific vehicle/setups to complete the course, much less win the race.
But when things line up just right, this game is an absolute blast. Well worth the entry fee.
If using a G27, I recommend using the auto-center option at 10% in the Logitech controller manager.. The best simulator for
every type of car enthusiast!!!!
it only needs the Steam Workshop and it'll be PERFECT !!!!. The game is quite irregular but the one that has charts and good
wallpapers makes up for it.. Off-Road Drive is a must have for the 4x4 rock crawling enthusiast. This is a hidden gem. The
graphics and physics are very good, the immersion is superb, you really feel like you're bobbling around in a 4x4 on horrible
terrain. It has a good cockpit driving view and excellent free camera as well as all the usual other views. The systems modeling is
extensive and you get 20 vehicles and a lot of maps from around the world. The game seems to come with an editor in there
somewhere, and can be further modded with the Unreal3 SDK tools which you can download for free. This is one of the real
bargains on Steam. If you like off road driving, buy it! This is a great game and highly recommended!
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Whoa, this game is horrible. This is just slightly better than its prequel. Controls are still ♥♥♥♥ed up, voice acting is still
terrible, graphics are irrelevant for this kind of game, but it still bugs me how bad this game was made overall. Bad
programming at its best.
I had to force myself through this game, through this torture, just for the sake of the plot which wasn't even that good. Holmes
conclusion is the only good moment in this game. They even ♥♥♥♥ed up the cinematics.. I enjoy this strategy game. Top
marks!. Ok, So, I first got this game as a joke. But this game is so fun. IMO it is better than fortnite. Well anything that isn't
Fortnite is better than fortnite. But this game is amazing.. Would def stalk this game.. I liked this game a lot, for reasons that I
can't quite put my finger on. It's not a difficult game, other than perhaps one or two of the puzzles might give you fits for a little
bit. But it looks nice, it plays well, and there was something unique about having a game only on the one screen like that. It's not
going to last you long, but there's enough here to warrant buying the game when it's on sale. The DLC is worth it as well, since
it's about as long as the initial game. Personally, I would've liked to have seen more DLC with the rabbit being stuck in other
places, too, but I'd imagine the game is what it is at this point.. I don't understand the hate, nor do I understand the comparisons
to Hotline Miami. Yes it's a topdown shooter with a stylized approach to the genre but the added abilities definitely create a
unique experience that for the right price can be greatly appreciated.
The story is a little silly but that works in a game like this. The silliness plays well off of the hyper violent gameplay, so that's a
pass. The mechanics are solid and were varied enough to allow for various strategies per level; although a couple more levels or
a couple more areas to be able to use them would not harm the game at all as you don't get a terribly long period of time with the
sets of powers you are given access to. But definitely fun and engaging and enjoyable with the guns-a-blazing approach.
The other huge thing the game has in its favor is the dev team. They have maintained great communication and patched any and
all bugs I had encountered with the game. They are friendly and passionate and it shows in their work.. I always wanted to put it
into the hole \(͡ ͡° ͜ つ ͡°)/. Fun game, the soundtrack really keeps you going for all the coins!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JcMqtvLJ9LI. Just a masterpiece, really.
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